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STH WESTCO’S MERCHANT PORTAL IS
LIVE & NOW EVEN BETTER!

At the time of launch, we made a promise

to develop the Merchant Portal even

further; so that our customers have

everything they need to maximize sales of

our products. And, sticking to that pledge,

we have now added more images which

include lifestyle & technical images. 

 

Customers that are already signed up to

the portal will have to re-register to gain

access.

 

If you haven’t yet signed up to the Westco

Merchant Portal, here’s what you are

missing out on:

 

 

A wide range of downloadable product

literature

Complete range of product images

STH Westco’s product data information 

Area Sales Managers contact details 

 

 FEATURES

 

Easy to navigate, ultimately, our merchant

zone is designed to help you get the most

out of working with Westco and the products

we supply. 

 

To access this product library please visit

https://merchantzone.co.uk 



Introducing the new Francis Pegler
customer newsletter! 
In this weekly communication, we will

showcase new and key products, feature tips

and tricks from our blogs, and reveal our

highlights of the week. We will also share

some of the latest kitchen and bathroom

design trends highlighted in our new Francis

Pegler inspiration centre. 

We hope you will find it an interesting read. 

In the meantime, if you have anything you’d

like us to cover in the new Francis Pegler

customer newsletter, please do let us know at

sales@francispegler.co.uk 

FRANCIS PEGLER
Francis Pegler's new Bathroom & Kitchen 

brochure is now in stock! 

To get your copy email 

sales@francispegler.co.uk 

Use Code: FP2022 to order your copy!

CAN TRVS HELP HOMEOWNERS SAVE
ON ENERGY BILLS THIS WINTER?

 

Families across the UK are starting to think about how to save energy - and the

associated price tag.

 

A recent report found that plumbers play a vital role in advising consumers on which

products to buy, with 74% of householders asking for advice when choosing a

product. As the nights get colder, it’s more important than ever that installers are

armed with the information they need to help advise their customers - not only on

what to buy - but also on how to use heating and plumbing products correctly.

 

According to the Energy Saving Trust, in addition to insulation, heating systems

should be the priority for anyone looking to make cost and carbon cuts.  
Thermostatic Radiator Valves (TRVs)

 
With turning the thermostat down by at

least 1ºC likely to reduce annual bills by up

to 10%, thermostatic controls can keep

homeowners both warm and energy

efficient this winter.

 

Fitting TRVs to a home central heating

system can improve both comfort and

energy efficiency.  

Monitoring the air temperature around

them, TRVs reduce the flow of water

through a radiator when the temperature

reaches a certain setting. 

Unfortunately, however, while many

homes are fitted with TRVs, not everyone

knows how to use one. Too many families

turn the TRV up as high as it will go to

heat a room up, without realising that in

doing so they will end up with a room

that’s too hot and a bill that’s too large!

Instead, 

TRVs Should always be set at the required

temperature.

 

To help save on costs, TRVs should also be

used to introduce zone control measures,

with rooms that are used often set to a

higher temperature to beat the chill, and

rooms that are unused kept to a minimum

heat (or even switched off).

 

Radiator covers should also be avoided as

this will trap heat between the radiator and

the cover and fool the TRV into thinking the

room is warmer than it is.

 

There is no point having the correct parts in

place if they are not used correctly, so the

advice of installers is crucial when it comes

to helping to reduce energy costs.

 

 



WESTCO HAS INTRODUCED TWO NEW TRV’S
TO ITS RANGE THIS YEAR, WESTHERM

CLASSIC & STRATA 2.
 

Westco’s Westherm Classic blends into

the aesthetics of the room, with its

chrome indicator you can see when the

valve is on or off from a distance. This TRV

is exclusive to Westco and is available in

15mm angled, straight & lockshield

options the TRV comes with the following

features & benefits; 

Liquid Sensor

M30 head

EN 215

Key-marked

Polished Body

1.0 Bar flow differential

Westco’s Strata 2 is available in 15mm

angled, straight & lockshield options

the TRV comes with the following

features & benefits; 

 

 
 

Liquid Sensor

M30 head

EN 215

Key-marked

Polished Body

1.0 Bar flow differential

10 Bar rated

Bi-directional Angle Pattern

5-year warranty

www.westco.co.uk

NEW
Introductory 5% stock 

discount on all items below.

TEMPEST EBRO 

4K5002 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer. 4K5013 - Mini Mono Basin Mixer. 

922309 - Basin Tap Pair

922310 - Bath Tap Pair

922313 - Basin Mixer

922316 - Bath Filler

922317 - BSM

4K5009 - Traditional Kitchen Mixer. 

CASTILLO 
SEQUELNEW RANGE



Facebook.com/STHWESTCO

Twitter.com/STH_WESTCO

Linkedin.com/company/STH-WESTCO

Facebook.com/Francispegleruk

Instagram.com/francis.pegler/

WESTCO's last order date is 23rd of December for next day 

delivery on the 24th. Delivery requests must be endorsed 

‘next day and communicated to our sales office before 12pm.

We re-open on 4th January 2022.

If you have any questions regarding Christmas 

delivery, please do not hesitate to contact our 

sales office on 01942 603 351.

*Please note, we cannot guarantee fulfilment of any 

requests for pre-Christmas delivery received after 

12pm on 23rd December.

Christmas Delivery 
 

 


